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. 'Happy' Anna .Russell· World Affairs are your Affair
Plays Here Monday is Shirer'sTopic for Tomorrow
Anna Russell, whose , magical spoofs on opera, popular
music, instrumentalist.s, and serious musicians in general have
not only ,b rought audiences to their feet with thunderous applapse but, literally,, had them in the ~isles rolling wit~ la~ghter, will appear at 8: 15 p. m. Monday m Sh0walter aud1tormm.
No other performer, Hying
or dead, can claim such a di- ariray of skills, Miss Russell
verse assemblage of musical has managed to attack heretotalents; she is a soprano, a mez- £ore sacrosanct notions about
zo soprano, tepor, baritone- classical music and musicians
with "a face like a collapsible in the h~a vily guarded citadels
camp chair" that makes each of the concert auditorium, the
change of voice and gender opera house, the motio:µ picture studio, the symphony hall,
· real.
over the ra<;lio and on television, the recordi~g coijlpany,
the Broadway stage, and even
book and music publishers and
win )lands down with everyone .
laughing.
Town Hall

Anna Russell

She is, moreover, a pianist,
cellist, composer, guitarist, actress, harpis't, arranger, clarinettist, newspaper columnist,
music publisher, author and
bagpip~r extraordinaire.
Armed with this formidable

While other classical musicians have serious difficulty
filling New York's Town Hall
for only one performance; Miss
Russell has played as many as
eight recitals, each to standing
room only, in a single season,
and, returning later in the
same se·ason, duplicated the
. performance.
One art-song singer, described as 'an artist', stal"ted a .petition among her fellow-traveler,s to deny the use of Carnegie
hall and Town Hall to Miss
Russell on the grounds that her
performances would injure the
profession. Her performances
(Continued on Page 6)

William L. Shirer, internationally famous foreign correspondent and author of . "Berlin Diary", will speak on the subject "World Affairs are Your Affairs'' tomorrow night at 8:15
p. m. in Showalter auditorium.

.Mock Oral MA Exam
Set Fo_r·Noon Today
Graduate students on the
EWC campus. Now Hear This!
You're all invited to attend
the mock oral examination for
a '" guinea pig" master's degree
candidate in the lounge at
Louise Anderson hall at 12
noon today.
The pro·g ram is being put on
by the school graduate study
club-but you don't have to be
a member in order to attend.
Why not saunter over and find
out what's going to happen on
that great day when you take
your oraJ examination for an
MA?
.
'
Today's guinea pig is Roseanna Hartill Nielson, who .will
1b e asked questions about a
make-believe candidacy for a
master of education degree in
elementary teaching.
Firing the questions will be
Mrs. Celia Allen and Dr. Raymond P. Whitfield of. the E'\.YC
faculty.
Not unly will thpse attending get an idea about what
kind of questions are asked
during orals, but the two faculy members say they will explain why they are asking certain questions.

Mr. Shirer, who has lectured
extensively throughout the a cattle boat in the hope he
United States for many years, might hire into the foreign
;will cover in his address the office of an American newspressing problems now before pa per there. Bt1:t it shortly apthe American people from both peared that the familiar patthe national and inter.national tern was repeating itself. The
managing editor of the Paris
point of view.
'
Long recognized as a keen
observer and highfy able reporter on the state of the nation and the world, Mr. Shirer's lectures have come to be
known as virtual front-page reports of the day's developments.
His lectures are enriched
with the wide variety of· pers.onal experiences as an American foreign correspondent, radio commentator and author
which enable him to present
an unusual insight into the
problems that need to be '
-WiJliam Shirer
brought to the public attention.
office of tbe Chicago Tribune
-the
only one that would even
Genius of Jou..-nalism
talk
to
him-assured him there
The 'genius of journalism",
wasn't
a
ghost of a ~hance for
so riegarded by millions .of
Americans who marvel at his his being hired by him or anyfaculty for being 'at the ,sc·e ne' one else-no talent!
Thoroughly .discouraged at
when an~thing import·ant aad
newswort_b.y occurs ;and w}J.o last, Shirer packed up fer home
success£ullf imparts to his au- and w,as within two hours of
diences the feeling that they train time out of Paris, and
too are participants, abandon- probably out of journalism,
ed the idea of becoming a lo(Continued on Pa.ge 6)
comotive engineer early in -- - - - - - - - - - - high school and determkt}ed instead to become a journalist
Stewart Returns_
anµ if possible later, a writer. From 3-Week Trip
H;is · higp. school' newspaper
editors, lacking prescience,
Dr. Edgar I Stewa11t, head of
could dJscov.er no talent to sup- Eastern.,s history department,
port the youngster's ambition came .back to the .c ampus this
an<;I wouldn't let him Qn the week after·a 3½-week trip east
staff, but this disappointment in which he mixed vacatianing
merely inflamed his dreams with some research on a book
the mor~ and set him doggedly he's writing.
at the self imposedi task of beDr. Stewart said he drove
coming a newspaper man 'or all .the way to Port Arthur, Onelse'.
tario, and came back by way
The 'or else' in the form of of Winnipeg, Manitoba.
· professional
setbac}cs
,a nd
His research work topk him
heartbreaking
pisappoint to Pierre; S. D., ·Bismarck, N.
ments, came th~ck and fast in D., and Helena, Mont. He said
the 1,1.ext few years, bu_t \he · he plans to return to Helena
turning point and tne real be- later this summer for more
ginning of his brilliant ·career research work "to fill in the
arrived·for him in Paris.
gaps."
After graduating •from colHe's also planning .;a strictlylege, the ·young Shirer had vacation trip to California durworked · his way to Europe on ing early ~eptember.
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Childre.n' s Theater Produces
,.,

Snow .Whit~
- - - ------:----

8 Tea~hers ·

Apl)C>inted
By Tr~stees
Eight new faculty members
have been ,appointed to ,the
st~ff by .E~stern WashJngton
college's board of trustees:
Meeting in Bellingham for a
joint boards meeting over the
week end' the board appointed
. in.
John Barrie
Woods, actmg
structor, physical educati?n;
William Dirks Tho as, acting
assistant professor, English;
Verna L. Engstrom-Reg, acting assistant professor of m~thmatics; Ella Poffenroth, actmg
instructor of education; Lawrence C. Threlkeld, instructor,
business education; Clement
Sheng, assistant professor of
physics; Vaughn S. Albert~on,
assistant professor of Enghsh,
and John G. Curry, assistant
professor qf sociol_ogy.
In other action the board approved preliminary studies to
replace Showalter's ancient
elevator with a modern lift at
a. cost of approximately $23,000
and repair steam heat lines to
the Fieldhouse at a cost of
$11,000.

In addition, the board heard
read a letter from the state
superintendent's office approving Eastern's teacher training
program. The . letter was written by Lloyd Andrews for the
state board of education.

Today & Tonight

"Snow White and the Seven Dw.arfs", a unique experience
in Children's Theater entertainment prepared especially for
summer-session students and faculty will be presented in ~fartin auditorium at 8:30 this morning and aglin at 8 p. m. tonight.
Grimm's :well-loved fai1;y
tale •is un~~r the d.ir:ection of vantage to the children, the
Christine ,Elr9d, as~ist(JQt ipro- purpose of the Children's
fessor of Engli,sh, and f~atures Theater program is the train35 c~ldt:~n who ta)ce f uil re- ing of student teachers in prospq.nsibHity for thei~ own ducing all the variety of proscene cttanges, prompti.ng and grams and entertainments that
,stagecraft. No .adult is back- necessarily will be an imporstage during the -actual pePior- tant part of their teaching remance; to the fullest eKtent sponsibility.
possible, this is theater by
Toward this end, Miss Elrod
children.
has developed Children's TheNot the least of the 'unique- ater into a laboratory course
ness' stems from the dif~r- of first observing and doing an
ences in the summer Chil- actual play prodqction over a
dren's Theater
production period of weeks followed by
methods as opposed to those of intensive study of ·children's
the regular season.
• plays and theory in the light of
In the summer any child freshly remembered experiwho applies for a part in the ence.
'
play, is cast, whether or not
The summer situation is
he is a student of the campus somewhat modified by the rellaboratory school. Therefore, atively shorter period of time
the play is 'revised' as neces- available, but a great deal of
sary to accommodate any num- theory and practice is neverber of children.
theless accomplished by the
Names Unknown
students as they observe and
Furthermore, since the sum- assist Miss Elrod as she wields
mer work is not graded and magic over chaos and transthere is no need for records, forms an idea into a joyful reMiss Elrod makes it a point ality.
not to learn the children's last
Miss Elrod noted that "Snow
names if she can help it, thus White and the Seven Dwarfs"
reducing the hazard of uncon- a~ adapted by Je~sie White was
sciously favoring faculty or fl!st _produced m New York
student's , children.
City m 1921 and she further
Another subtle influence she noted that this adaption has
protects herself from is fore- proven to be the most serviceknowl~dge of a child's "IQ" able and endearing as well for
that might suggest he 'couldn't Children's Theater work.
do thus-an-such which in
In addition to a strong plot
practice he very well does do. line with well developed susIn addition to the obvious ad(Continued on Page 5)

·
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MARY SIMPSON as Snow White dares not drink the witches
brew that Julie Schmidt and Donna Ketel leerlingly prepare
for her in scene from Children's Theater production of "Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs."-Mobley photo.
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And NEXT WEEK, we find, is
the very last.
So adjust your girdle, and
tighten your belt,
For the results of our efforts
will soon be felt!
DIG THIS! Happen to think
that Men's Dormitories have
House Mothers. So why couldn't
a Fellow get a job as House
Daddy in one of the Gals'
Dorms? (Now THERE'S an
Idea!)
·.r .-· '" ., ..\
-9i,.._i{ ,'f..)U$

(

REPORTER: Chuck Custer, Tom Hogan, Joe Gruber, John .Kine.
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by Tom Hogan

Eastern is being overrun with lounge-lizards, particularly
in th~ social roo.rn of the Isle•land. The worst part of all this is
that these lounge•lizards wear shoes. The favorite lounging
place seems to be the nice new furniture in the Isle•land social
room, where these creatures delight in "flaking out" full length
on the sofas either sleeping o with their heads resting in some
co•ed's lap as they whisper sweet "11othlngs."
.
Everyone is glad to a fellow catch up on his sleep or
relax with his favorite "pillow':, but not while they plant their
"clod-hoppers" all over the uphol?tery. If you can get away
with this at home, putting your feet on the furniture that is, then
go ahead and do it at home, but not here!
It all adds up to common courtesy, maybe not common, but
anyway courtesy, and respect for property which should be enjoyed by everyone, and not the small minority of people who
must make a public display of their lack of courtesy and respect.
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The Dettmers began work
with Indians, both in education
and welfare in the south. Later, under civil service, they
taught in Indian schools in
Nevada.
In 1957 the vigorous and energetic couple was asked to
teach in an Indian Village in
Alaska. Their acceptance . of
the position has led to a primitive way· of life where transportation is by boat or plane
and light is a kerosene lamp.
Angoon is a native fishing
village located on Admiralty
Island southwest of Juno. Its .
Tr
t (
d u1. k t)
mge pronounce t...un e
population numbers about 400.
Bear are plentiful on the Island and hides are often seen
drying when one of the fuzzy
creatures becomes a menace.
·

'

•:.:-,y · . .,...,'

·rvHt f, i-<1: - "'".· 1J

by Chuck Custer

Age is no obstacle to the unusual act1.vities of Mr. and Mrs.
Howard A. Dettmers and Angoon, Alaska. The sixty-year•old
couple keep busy teaching in an ~11-lndian school in Alaska during the school year, and summer finds them actively engaged
in furthering their education at EWC.

c, "

I, t,

WELL WHAT DO -YOU
KNOW! Dept.: In 1840 there
actually was a Better Reading
Old Settlement
educator by name of Josiah
The settlement is one of the
Bumstead. (Note to Miss Mcoldest
in southern Alaska and
Grath's "Reading In The Elemany
older
tribal customs are
m·e ntary Schools" class: Could
still
kept
alive. In winter
our own funny paper Dagwood
months,
separate
clans or
be a descendent?)
tribes
act
out
their
various
sack;
You cant do the BOP in a ceremonials in ' the Brotherhood hall. "They appear in the
structor."
very
fine native costumes beYou can't tell the front from
fitting
older times, and one
the back!
may
view
the vests of the RaTake that CRAZY gown
ven
and
other
groups which
back! (From the song)
use different nights on which
Consider the said plight of to act out the parts they reDangers of technology to society was the emphasis at last the Summer Student whose present," said Dettmers.
week's annual Pacific Northwest Conference on Higher Edu- philosophy it was that everyA wedding in the little vilcation. The conference attended by Dr. Frank Nicol and Dr. one is entitled. to at least ONE lage is a festive and long-reD. M. Thomson, science professors at EWC, stressed the fact SNAP course- so he enrolled membered occasion. "We were
that sciences aren't always responsible for the uses their products in BASKET WEAVING, and privileged to attend such a
flunked. "What- How did THIS ceremony on one occasion,"
are put to.
come about?" he was asked. Dettmers related. "The inter"Society today ,hires scien- Nicol argued.
In
resigned anguish he explain- esting aspect to us was that
Research Emphasis
tists to produce things without
ed:
you see there were the commissioner appointed
Dr. Nicol went on to explain two "Well,
thought to what will happen
full-blooded
NAVAJO
perform the cere~ony has
when people employ these pro· that more research emphasis Indian women enrolled in the to
never had a divorce among all
ducts. The Atomic bomb is a should be placed on humani- same course, and besides, the the
couples he has married
good example," said Dr. Nicol. ties classes. Too many students NAVAJO Indian husband of through
long years. They are
"It is recognized that more graduate from college with a one of the women was the In· certainly advanced beyond
emphasis must be placed on degree in humanities without
other social groups in that regeneral education," Dr. Nicol · ever taking more than the baspect."
said, "but at the conference sic science courses, he conThe Dettmers are the only
~,l1fj l-(v~.t-b<f~ t 1 . white
last week the general concen• tends. "They should be requir· : (· · .ARe·
teachers from the states
of"'··-r ~e c t l'e. M~ ; ,e p, y - .
sus was that a humanistic ap- ed to take more science classes
in
the
all-Indian school, which
'
.
G~~ - ) .
proach should be taught in the so that they can be made more
has
an
of approxi.:~,}<-~) , . mately attendance
fully aware of the sei:ious im·
sciences."
100.
Two
•
other
white
'<---f; -~ .. .
. /,.}
Dr. Nical thoroughly disa- plications of scientific pro•
families live in the community,
grees that "social responsibil- ducts."
however. Of these, one family
. ,.....,___,
Dr. Nicol agreed that anity" should be taught in scioperates a boat ta"xi service
ences. "In students are not other problem in our culture
and the other a general st()re.
getting the humanistic ap- is that from birth we aren't
Suspicious at First
\ , .\', ,:J, ~
proach now with all the hu- shown or taught social respon"At first the Indian people
manities and social studies sibility. "The auto is a good ex~:.• ': /"
were very suspicious of us. The
they are required to take, we ample of this," he said. "We
can never teach it to them in aren't taking any drastic steps
Case against Poetry
to prevent killing 30 million
science.
)J .
Poetry ain't natural
"Students spend more time people with the automobile
Like rocks and birds and bees.
','
:~
now in humanities and social every year. We are simplyi
A fell ow needs a patch rural,
~ ', ', ;~jj'. ~
studies than in science. If they born into and brought up with
Where he can feel the tree.
are still lacking in a humanis• the idea that such things are
0h, you gotta feel the trees,
tic approach, it is the fault of the natural consequences of
Objective-Type Test (FOR Boys,
you gotta feel the trees.
t hose courses, not ours," Dr. life."
MEN): : When you see a Doll•
You
ain't doin' what comes
in Toreadors on the Campus
natural
do you (a) emit a wolf whistle,
(b) continue to ponqer what- Unless you feel the trees.
soever it was you wer e ponderThere's that achin' for the
ing, (c) dr op your books, (d)
oak trees,
drool, (e) walk right through That pinin' for t he pines,
the water sprinkler hazard.
The weepin' for willow trees
Sotto Voce:
You should That is finer far than lines.
have been minding your P's
Oh, you gotta feel the trees,
and Q's if you would have A's
Boys.
you gotta feel the trees.
and B's!
You ain't doin' what comes
natural
Unless you feel tlie trees.
Announcements
You go along by day or night
Senior announcements are
an '
now available in the lsleland
Know there ain't no use
bookstore, according to Ladd
In the poet 's fancy writin'.
Kafflen,
manager,
and
All you r eally need is spr uce!
should be picked up as soon
Yes, you gotta feel the t rees,
as possible.
Boys. you gotta feel the trees.
INDIAN TEACHERS: Mr. and Mrs. Howard A. Dettmer of AnKaff len also reported that
You airt't doin' what comes
goon, Alaska look over .E~ST~RNE_R rep~rter. C~uck. Custer's
caps and gowns will be availnatural
manuscript telling of their life in a hny native f1sh1ng v1llag~ on
able all next week in the
Unless you feel t he trees.
bookstore.
by Paul Yearout
Admiralty Island and of their life's work- teaching the Indians.

Social Danger of Technology
Stressed During PN·C Meet
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--------entire spirit of the peo·ple rests

on one's acceptance among
them, and after having gained
their confidence we found
them to be exceptionally
friendly. There is no limit to .
which they will go in showing
hospitality."
,
Local conditions in the village are hard, the elderly
couple revealed. All food supplies, fuel and mail are transported to the little village via
boat. "In winter months ·we
are isolated from the rest of
the world for two or. three
week at a time because of ice
and snow," Mrs. Dettmers
smiled. "Living conditions are
confined and the problem of
drinking water is often a perplexing one. But through it all,
to those who are willing to be
one among them, 'the people
accord a courtesy that would
shame many a white community. As teachers, we also find
it is the community intention
to back us thoroughly."
There is no written alphabet
among the Tlinget population.
This factor has naturally had
an influence on education.
"Those who have had no contact with Indian people fail to
realize the difficulties that arise in the use of our Ianguage," Mrs. Dettmers explained.
"But the native is not backward. The children's school•
room writing and spelling put
to shame the work of many
stateside children of approximate age."
~rs. Dettmers said that
problems in sending lnformation home about the children
is reflective of general living
problems with the Indians.
Since most of the adult population understand no English
and there is no written alphabet, notes can't be sent with
the children. "Instead we must
call on an older brother or sister to take information home
concerning the little ones," she
laughs.
Attendance at school is outstanding when it is remembered that studies inc1ude textbooks which dwell on such
things as cows, horses, automobiles and TV. "All these are
foreign to the Indian child, and
are naturally less interesting
to them."
Natives Teach

Many of the natives who
have come to the states for further education return and
teach in Angoon. The other
three teachers in the school
are natives. of the community.
"These native Indians are quite
enthusiastic about instituting
reforms in the community way
of life, and are doing an excellent job in that area," Dettmers explained.
And what are the Dettmers
doing in college now? Although both · are certified in
Washington and Alaska, until
now, they simply hadn't acquired enough cr edits in residence for a degree in education. But August 1, summer
graduation day, will find t hem
proudly r eceiving their degr ees, each a, BA in education.
Visits with friends and t heir
daughter, Mrs. D. S. Remy of
Kennewick, Wash., will occupy the r emaining month of
summer for the two. Then the
enthusiastic a,nd amiable pair
will journey back t o t he little
village of Angoon where life
is made quietly interesting
through trials and hardships.
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Muscle Men's Mud

'Mere' girls are clobbering the daylights out of dirt t he
boistrous boys of Hudson and I Sutton dormitories left behind
when they headed for the boondocks for their summer vacation.
In fact, these mere Cheney
high school youngsters are er · responsibility.
dobbering dirt on EWC camBut her special summer
pus wherever they find it. cleaning crew is Mrs. Himes
Well, almost wherever they particular pride; the girls are
find it. They are limited to the so willing and work so hard to
bailiwicks of EWC's housekeep- earn money for their school
er, Mrs. Ruth Himes, which clothes and expe_nses She se'limitat_ions', if most people lects them on the basis of good
were stuck with them, would health, willingness to work and
seem like the precincts of SAC suitable age.
1
compounded with the PentaApplicants, who apply as
gon.
early as January for the covBut these kids give nary a eted jobs, may not be under
whimper, but, glad to earn 16 .years old by summer or
fairly good money in a town over 17. The younger teen-age
that has few job opportunities girls generally find the work
for high school youngsters, more tedious and perhaps
tuck their cute selves into plain hard, than they are yet
jeans and boy's shirts, which ready to handle. Girls 18 and
aren't so cute but are eminent- over usually can find work
ly practical for t~e job at hand, more readily here or in Spoand the dirt flies and the flies k ane and we wish to retain
fly and in good season the resi- this opportunity for youngsters
dences will be habitable again. who otherwise would have
Their boss, Mrs. Himes, as none.
A very accurate measure of
EWC campus housekeeper
since September, 1954, is re- the work accomplished in a
sponsible for the ~aintenance, summer is the amount of
cleanliness and order of all the cleaning materials and apparresidence halls, the music atus the 14 gjrls and their 3
building, the music annex, the adult Cheney townslady super. radio building, the business an- visors use up.
First of all, literally bales of
nex, the lecture room at Monroe hall, the print shop, the cleaning rags, then 2 dozen
campus school and child care each mop pails, mop handles
center, the Student Court and: heads, 1water buckets,
apartments, the soon to be de- brooms and dustpans; 1 case of
funct Trailerville and the f ac- scrubbing brushes and sponges
uity housing.
.
and 5 cases of special deterToward this end, she regu- gent, abrasive soap and scourlarly employs 5 assistant ing pads. Many cases of winhousekeepers and a battery of dow cleaner and razor blades
EWC students who thereby and scragers make the 'outearn their board and room. look' bright and the underMoreover, the maintenance de- foot is given glisten with 150
partment, in addition to wi- gallons of soap and 200 gallon
ring and plumbing and fixing of wax.
furniture and a thousand other
At last, the summer gone,
chores, are busy 'throughout the supplies used up and the
he year painting the dormi- equipment worn out, the kids
t ories in a never-ceasing round, and their supervisors and Mrs.
This year Anderson hall will Himes sit down in the midst
be painted from stem to stern of the cleanest college campus
as Senior hall was last year ANYWHERE and celebrate
and in every dorm a continual with soda-pop, cookies, ice'touch-up' goes on forever.
cream and cake.
Someone ventures to wonFor almost anyone but Mrs.
Himes, the
'housekeeping' der how long it will take the
tasks at Eastern would seem college boys to turn their hard
formidable, but 19 years with work into a shambles again.
the Davenport hotel in Spo- "Who cares," answers a bright
kane as · executive-housekeep- one. "Best way I know of to
er directing 100 employees in count on a job next year."
the exacting maintenance and With a "Yea men" they thank
cleaning of 500 guest rooms, Mrs. Himes and with dreams
not to mention all the auxili- in their eyes and money in
ary areas, has been an extra- their pockets disappear back
ordinary experience and prep- into adolescent land till anaration for this relatively light- other year.

School Expects To Grant
43 MA Degrees August 1·
A record number of summer ney; John P. Track, Millwood.
Merle A. Allenbach, Oka~
students at Cheney-43 of
them- have made application nogan; Ward Thomas Cosgrave
for master's degrees that will and James D. Everman, both
be awarded dur ing summer Seattle; Rober t K. Carlton,
commencement at EWC Au- East Wenatchee; Lester L.
Cummins and George G. Karagust 1.
That 's the report today from matic, both Kennewick; DelDr. Raymond P. Whitfield, di- bert K. Erickson, Bellevue,
Redfield
J acobs,
rector of graduate study at Marjorie
Mead; Andrew N. Lolos, WeEastern.
His list of master's degree natchee; Miles Whitney King,
Pasco; H. Ted Knutsen, Oak
candidates included:
Harbor;
Jack Harth Thomp~loyd G. Breeden, Gerald
Carlon, Charles Edward Car- son, Longview; Catherine Eipenter, Ervin Keith Collier, leen Thoren, Coulee City; RoMaxine Charlotte Davidson, Er- seanna Jane Hartill Nielson,
ling J. Hjortedal, Sylvia W. Shoreline, Thomas Patrick
James, Harvey L. Lochheard, Tierney, Orchards, Wash.
Walter J. Barland, Vicenza
June H. Mclinnis, Betty GilItaly;
Howard Dean Brown,
lette Merrick, Ethel Gordon
Metzger, Margaret Winget Dunkirk, N. Y.; Marvel M. EkSafrenek, Thomas E. Plant, all holm, Sandpoint, Idaho; Richard Henry Lorenzen, LakeSpokane.
Wayne E. Ball and Dorothy view, Ore.; L. James Martin,
Comstock Robert, both Medi- Brooks, Ore.; Eleanor G. Satre,
cal Lake; Darron A. Waller, Post Falls, Idaho; Franklin 0.
and Jack D. Moore, both of Op- Taylor, Palo Alto, Calif., and
portunity; Emil Eldon Engel Roger Richard Young, Coeur
and Dale F. tradling, both Che- d'Alene, Idaho.

Aid To Ed.
May Pass
Say ·Solons
Optimism was expressed by
Washington's Senators recently that t he Senate would adopt
a "realistic" feder al aid to education program and that the
"House would follow the Senate's lead."
Senate Committee on Labor
and public Welfare now is
"framing the educational aid
program" and "early action is
expected", Senators Warren
G. Magnuson and Henry M.
Jackson, both D., Wash., advised William Frederick, President of the Shoreline Education association in ·seattle.
They met with Frederick
during the latter's stay in
Washington, D. C., enr oute
with Mrs. Frederick to Cleveland, Ohio for the National Education association COI}vention.
Both of the Fredericks are
NEA delegates, representing
Shoreline Education and Seattle Teachers' associations.
Aim of th~ federal aid legislation will be to "intensify
classroom construction, meet
the acute shortage of teachers
and expand existing scholarship programs", Senator s told
t he Fredericks.
Co-Sponsors

SCRUB-A-RUB-DUB, two maids in a tub? Well, a bathing facility in Sutton men's dormitory which Vonice Heiydt (standing)
and Sharon Harris are swabbing down for the boys. Girls •are
members of special summer cleaning crew.-Mo_b ley photo.

English Exchange P-rof Tells
Of North American Tour
"One of the wonders of North America is the manner in
which its people have conquered the huge distances, by powerful
automobiles, fast "Greyhound," "Trailways, and other long-distance buses, often subject to a speed limit only 10 miles-per-hour
less than for private cars, by superb trains and by a network of
air-lines, some of whose airplanes have "R.R."' on their mous resorts of Florida. While
four engines and "Viscount" there, he visited Tampa, Miami,
on their tails."
and the naval base resort at
Key
West. Oliver reports the
This is one of the outstandGulf Stream "is not hot, and
ing impressions gained by- J. after a· gentle shock on enterL. Oliver, a geography pro- ing the water, one may professor who taught at Eastern long a bath indefinitely."
during the 1957-58 school year
The next leg of the long
on an exchange program with
journey
was a northern swing
Dr. Francis Schadegg, who
taught in Egham, Surrey, Eng- into Chattanooga, Tenn., with
land.
stops at historical spots such
Oliver tells of this and many as the Tennessee River and
other interesting and educa- Lookout Mountain, which he
tional observations and impres- describes as "the turning of
sions in an article titled which led to one of the battles
"North American Grand Tour" of the American Civil War."
appearing in "The Ship" the
Gettysburg
magazine of the Shooters Hill
school in England.
Oliver describ~s his trip
through
Gettysburg, Pa., an~
The article desc_ribes OliLancaster
county, where he
ver's 16,000 mile t our of the
tells
of
t
he
farming techniques
United States which began with
of
t
he
Pennsylvania
Dutch, or
an ascent of the British Colum"Deutsch".
Time
did
not perbia icefields in t he Canadian
Rockies above Banff, B. C. mit a trip t o the bottom of the
From the nowmobile of the Grand Canyon, as the journey
icefieldsl the to~r continued continued north. Niagara Falls
to the Golden Gate and Oak- lived up to all expectations for
land Bay bridges and "the na- grandeur and beauty.
t ural beauty pf San Francisco."
Last stop was the New England
states where Oliver atTime did not permit Oliver
tended
the 350th anniversary
t o spend as much time as he
would have liked in this area, of t he founding of t he first
but his article describes the Englfsh settlement in North
beauty of the Stanford cam• America. The original of the
pus, from the Eucalyptus Magna Carta was displayed at
thickets to the Spanish-Moor- this celebration.
1sh style buildings.
The blend of American and
European
cultures was one of
Saw Indian ~and
the outstanding overall obserNext stop was the Indian vations of America which Oliland, where Oliver attended a ver reports in his article. He
three-day pow-wow at Flag.. tells of the Spanish in New
staff, Ariz. After enjoying Mexico and California, the
watching the Indians put on French in Louisana, and "adress parades, rodeos and bove all, British everywhere
many other tribal ceremonies, and particularly in the New
Oliver proceeded to the fa- ' England States."

Magnuson and Jackson are
co-sponsors of the Murray bill
which would authorize to the
State of Washington in 1958-59
more than sixteen and one
half million dollars to be used
for teachers' salaries, instrumental equipment and school
construction.
This amount
would increase over a four
year period until in 1961-62
more than seventy one million
dollars would be Washington's
yearly allotment.
The bill specifically provides
that "no department, agency,
officer, or employee of the
Unit ed States shall exercise
any direction, supervision, or
contr ol over the personnel,
curriculum, or program of instruction of any school or
school system".
Magnuson discussed with the
Fredericks his measure (S. 2119), approved by the Senate
and pending before the House,
which provides federal matching funds to states toward purchasing and installing equipment so that educational television channels, set aside by
the Federal Communications
commission, may be activated.
TV Important

The educational television
measure is "one of the most
import ant this Congress will
pass for the future of education, particularly in this fast
moving world of physics and
science, in which subject
t eachers' are har d to find and
in which there can be some
sort of mass education by use
of television", Magnuson declared.
Both Magnuson and Jackson
told t he Fredericks that the
Senate may be expected to
take prompt action to extend
Public Laws 815 and 874
through which local school districts whose construction and
enrollment problems have increased because of nearby federal installations will receive
federal funds for both construction and school support.
The measure (H.R. 11378)
extending Public Laws 815 and
874 has passed the House and
is pending in the Senate.
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Merit System For Teachers
Provides tively Discussion

"TWIXT THE DESERT AND THE SOWN -yet waii. Miss Hansen spent two summers in HonoEWC Junior, Helen Hansen, dreams of island lulu learning intricate native dances' and acromance and cool Pacific tradewinds from Ha- quiring artifacts of Hawaiian culture.
11

Hawaiian Daydreams
Compete Witb s·t udies
1
For Helen s Attention
•

by Don Daniels
If haunting daydreams of hibiscus-scented Pacific tradewinds disturb your studies and make you dispair that yon
weren't born to the life of a Hawaiian beach boy,. relax. You:
like Helen Hansen, can have your poi and Eastern too.
For Miss Hansen, a junior
ed- major at EWC and the
daugnter of the Roy Hansen's is raw salmon and sea weed
of Cheney, it all came about (really delicious), cooked coconut pudding with fruit juice
like this. Each member of the (somewhat loaded as a rule)
Hansen family is a licensed ra- and finally, the famous poi
dio7transmitter operator but made from taro roots and eat7
her mother, Mrs. Hansen is the en with two • fingers from a
avid one. Using her own maxi- small dish.
mum power unit-hubby has
Dreamy Hawaiian music with
his own, much smaller-Mrs.
Hansen has made many con- graceful native dancers lull
tacts and friends about the the surfeited guests into a
world and most particularly in drowsy, dreamy state and they
are tucked into bed in readiness
Hawaii.
for the splendors yet to be.
It naturally followed that the
Dawn brings the splendors
Hansens were ihvited to Ha- of Hawaiia's magnificent viswaii. Mrs. Hansen and Helen tas. They see just about all of
went and received hospitality Oahu, the principal island, and,
the usual tourist doesn't dream later,. many of the other eight.
exists. Hospitality so ,wonder- But Miss Hansen had heard of
ful that the Hansen women the University of Hawaii at
have returned twice for the Honolulu and is eager to take
entire summer and Mrs. Han- some courses there.
sen recently flew over for a
Plans Hawaiian Study
few weeks.
She was so impressed with
So, what is this hospitality? the quality of the school that
First of all it is the sincerity she hopes to take at least one
of the Hawaiian expression of full year. Miss Hansen said
friendship. When they greet that many exchange students
their guests, they don't just from. the states. attend and that
go down to the store and buy no additional tuition is charga 'traditional' lei to hang ed for non-Hawaiians. They
around their neck. Not at all. are that eager to encourage
They spend hours and days students to learn of their life
weaving with their own hands and ways.
rare and exotic native flowers
But all work and no swiminto authentic leis which are ming, in the most famous
then offered to their guests swimming waters o.f ti'1e world,
with genuine affection and may be for the birds but not
welcome.
for Helen and off she gaily
Next is the Luau-the tra- went seeking adventure and
ditional feast. The guests. are excitement.
"To meet and know a real
seated on large leaves before
low, very long tables and are Hawaiian is the ambition of
served mouth-watering dishes most visitors to the islands,"
cooked on heated lava rock in said Miss Hansen, "and the
first that one is apt to meet
underground pits.
The feast, which is really a are those who work either, at
religious ceremony with chants the hotels or the beaches.
and dances, f eatu res such deli- Friendships are often made
cacies as pig stuffed with yams with the beach boys who teach
and bananas, lomi-lomi which surfing and swimming and

,

with the girls and women who
teach hula." ·
'Meeting and knowing a
real Hawaiian' came true for
Helen-or as she prefers'Terry' Hansen, severalfold.
Her Jove and aptitude for
swimming quickly earned the
respect of the native beach
boys-these ·y oung men are
authentic Polynesians who
keep alive the ancestral skills
of boating witb outrigg~rs and
other beachcr.aft which otherwise might quickly be lost for.ever.
In no time at all the EWC
coed had been treated t o outrigger rides, had been taught
the Hawaiian knack of surfboarding and body-sUJ;fing. For
the latter, they took her to
Makapuu Beach which has the
necessary htJge waves rolling
in.
Scared

"I don't believe I've ever
been so scared in my life," she
said, reminiscing, "the waves
have an l.\Ilbelieveably powerful rolling action th.at just
grabs a person swirling them
around and around and end
over end. If control isn't gained in time, the waves smash
their hapless cargo on the seafloor and that is that."
Needless to say, the beach
boys kept a weather-eye out
for her safety and except for
an apprentice bruising she
came out all right. The secret
of body-surfing is for the
swimmer to dive under each
crashing wave as he works his
way out, then to swim like mad
until he can turn on top of
one and ride back in.
This 'swimming fast enough'
is the trick-that, and keeping
the waves from smashing one
to pieces on the ocean floor.
Almost anyone, even the most
·accomplished average swim,..
mer must use fins to make flie
speed necessary.
The natives, who are perfectly aware of the heritage

• A state-wide sy.stem for providing merit raises for teachers
probably won't be recommended by a committee exploring this
area for the state superi»tenCilent of soh(!)ols, a member. of that
committee said last we~k.
That was the . declaration of Cauol ,G erkin, a teacher at a
Spokane elementary school,
shortly after she'd appeared on done; specific knowled~e the
a panel which discussed the individual has for his job; the
pros and cons of merit raises.
quality of work done; attitude;
She said she believed the initiative, and dependability.
committee, which includes
He said the program really
nine laymen• and three educa- began rolling when- administrators-would be unable to de- tors began letting, the employ1vise a state-wide plan that ees themselves set goals in
would be acceptable to all dis- their respective positions.
tricts.
Dr. Robert Reid, director of
But she did indicate the the college elementary school
committee might come out in here in Cheney, favored merit
favor of merit raises for teach- raises. He said he believd specers, though the group would ifications could be written for
need more time to study the any teaching job, right down
problem. November 1 is the to noting how many times a
initial deadline to submit the year a teacher would change
report.
what appeared on the room's
"That s what we'll probably bulletin board.
do in the next few weeks, ask
"Our greatest black eye with
for more time," she said. The the public," Dr Reid declared,
committee was appointed sev- "Is that we educators apparenteral months ago by Lloyd An- ly can't recognize good teachdrews.
ing-or at least we SAY we
Mrs. Gerkin sounded as if can't." ·
she had adopted a middle-ofMiss Olive Lowry, principal
the-road attitude toward merit o~ an elementary school in Sporaises in her talk on the panel. kane, was dead against merit
She said she had studied places raises during her discussion.
in the United States where the
She asserted merit raises
system had worked, where is would "destroy cooperation
had worked partially and and morale in the public
where is hadn't worked at all. schools."
She advised students in Dr.
"Who's to say who is a good
Patmore's class on school disci- teacher?" she asked. "There
pline problems to see what are many styles of teachinghappens in the Richland and many good ones- and who's
Mercer Island public schools, to· say which is better?"
where systems of merit salary
"And we certainly don't
increases will be instituted want standardization of teachsoon.
ing methods," she added, "that
Another
panelist,
Fred is what we've been trying to
Campbell, salary' adjustment get away from in recent
coordinator for the Washing- years."
ton Water PQwer, said a sysSomebody asked during the
tem of merit had been tried discussion that if so-called
success£ ully in his firm-but "master teachers" were desigonly after years of trial and nated, wouldn't the parents all
error.
insist that THEIR · children
He said an employee's merit have a master teacher?
now is based on six factorsNobody was able to answer
amount or quantity of work this question.

and special training that gainsays their own spee~, are not
in the: least patronizing or contemptuous but, for the safety
of all concerned, insist that
fins be used.
Then, there is the fun. of
Ti-.leaves sliding, After a heavy
rain, Hawaiians take off to the
mud-slides with these long and
sturdy leaves and, ver.y much
like sliding down a snow hill in
a rJ)an witll hardly any control,
awa~ they go screaming with
laughter and, delight. But for
Miss Hansen, her greatest
thrill came when she adventured with her surfboard fat out
toward the horizon of the Pa..
cific by herself.
It was pretty scary, for her
when she wandered out far
enough on her surfboard to
encounter the swimmer's playmate, the porpoise. These
friendly animals are so selfpossessed they will come right
up to a swimmer and nuzzle
him. It is even rumored they
will nuzzle a drowning swimmer to shore and many Hawaiians swear they owe their
lives to them.
Be that as it may, visitors
from the mainland are very
likely to mistake the friendly
porpoise for a shark. This is an
exhiliarating experience and
visitors are not likely to be
reassured when told that Hawaiian waters are literally
alive with sharks, which, fortunately, are not of the maneating variety but in fact kill
the man-eaters on sight. Helen
estimates that she set something of a speed record for return trips.
EWC faculty and students
have been treated many times
to performances of the native
dances Miss Hansen learned

while in Hawaii. Surprisingly
enough, perhaps, very few of
the authentic dances are of the
'shake-a-tail' variety as popularly conceived.
The Hawaiian war chant and
a few fun dances come under
that category but most native
dances are of stately grace
and, rather than grass skirts,
sarongs and a long-trained f otmal looking dress are used.
These, it might be remarked,
are in no wise , an impediment
to the appearance of the girls.
Miss Hapsen's teacher, a native whose family has taught
dancing f on generations, has
hen own unique style which is
recognized as unusually authentic and ,sup.erior to most.
The hip movement· makes the
differe nee and is far more attractive than the 'regular'
hula.
Of late, the native pupils of.
this teacher are in such demand in Hollywood that she is
constantly running out of au!Killiary instructors. She ,hit on
the idea of using a fine NONnative dancer and asked Miss
Hansen to take a position with
her.
Though the 'education major' was flattered and very
pleased to be considered 'an
adept' by such a master, she
nevertheless remained loyal to
her chosen teaching future and
returned to EWC for her
studies.
Even so, when a professor is
telling the class that Hamlet
wasn't the noblest Roman of
them all, and that Laertes
didn't live to regret calling
him a Great Dane, Helen Hansen, who IS a Dane AND the
greatest, gives half an ear and
half a nod-she is listening to
the surf on the beaches of
Makapuu.

Snow White
(Continued from Page 1)
pense, the scenes are well delineated and give ample scope
for the director's and the children 's• ingenuity and imagination in building the moment.
Realism

Miss Elrod spares no effort
in providing excellent effects
in scenery, costumes and
props, The witches scene, for
example, is a veritable 'walpurgis mrcht' and even during rehearsal the children obviously
revel in the 'realism' of the
atmosphere.
The droll jolli.ty of the
dwarf's home is likewise
bodied f orth as much in stage
settings and arrangements as
it is by the action or the acting; which is not to disparage
either of these but simply to
indicate Miss Elrod's success
in creating all-round balanced
theater.
In the regular season before
any of the youngsters may
take part in a play, they are required to apprentice in 'creative dramatics' in which they
do ·not memorize lines nor
even the general idea of a
play as such. Rather, they are
presented
w.jth
situations
which they are to imaginatively work out, as they wish to
whatever denouement they can
conceive.
Creative dramatics training
has tre'm endous value for
youngsters in that the unstructured aspect of it whets their
appetite for play-acting before
they have a chance to become
discouraged with line and business learning and the sometimes interminable waits for
their parts to be on stag~.
More essentially, this training reinforces the child's already fertile imagination and,
indeed, sharpens them up generally. But most particularly,
it tends to help him experience
_himself as a fun-having but
responsible individual in a
structured (social) context the
'meaning' of which he understands and subscribes to,
which cannot always be said
of many necessary but perforce activities the child must
t ake part in.
Thus prepared, the child is
ready for formal drama. It
makes sense to him, he likes
it and he is ready to pay the
price of. hard work and line
learning for the privilege of
stepping up into 'grown-up~
theater.
The summer program does
not, for the most part, benefit
from this training because
most of the par ticipating children are not students of the
laboratory school. Even so, it
is a very worthwhile experience for the children, especially in that Miss Elrod endeavors to give them the full benefit of her enormous and sympathetic
experience under
these rather different circumstances.
\

Children Respond

That the children respond
is evidenc~d by the fine production of "Snow White" awaiting you at Martin auditorium
this morning at 8:15 or this
evening at 8 p. m.
Mary Simpson heads the
cast as Snow White and her
prince is Paul Kessler, Irene
Tobin, playing the queen, is
an EWC undergraduate pinchhitting for a youngster who
suddenly 'evaporated'. Fortunately, Miss Tobin is quite
small and can 'look up" without incongrujty to the males of
the cast.
The three witches who confound the plot with their evil
doings are Donna Ketel, Julie
Schmidt and Linda Simpson.
To the rescue, until the prince
can tear himself away from his
horse, Magnesium, are the seven lovable dwarfs,
John
Schmidt, Casey Hanrahan1 Dan
Hanrahan, Ronnie Nicol, Wally

B~ing Hypnotized
Is a Weird Feeling
.

by Joe Gruber
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"It was the weirdest feeling I've ever had in my life " de-

cla:red .sleepy-looking Mrs. Claudia Fay of Skyhomish Wash.
~hortly after she'd "awakened" from the hypnotist's tr~nce: '
"It felt as if my shoes were stuck to the floor and I just
couldn't take another step!"
Those were her comments
to a group of bug-eyed EWC highlight of the period, but
summer students last week Gray also spent quite a few
shortly after Andrew Gray, a minutes" explaining his theorteacher at Newport, Wash., ies on hypnotism.
had demonstrated .his powers
as hypnotist.
He opened with the remark
After telling 35 students of "I consider myself an author:
Dr. Lovell Patmore something ity on hypnotism," and it was
about the mystic realm of hyp perhaps. greeted by a few
notism, Gray then asked Mrs. ciynical smirks around the
Fay to take a seat at the front room. Later, after that demof the room.
onstration, he had the rapt atWhile 35 doubting Thomases tention of the room.
looked on, Gray said he was
going to use the "flash"5 methGray ·said he first became
od and hypnotize Mrs. Fay interested in hypnotism when
within two minutes.
he himself was hypnotized by
Then he g·ot his cuff link, a doctor at Colfax seve-ral
the silver one with the blue years ago .. Since then, he's hyppiece of glass in the center and no.tized around 500 persons, he
told Mrs. Fay in a low, well- said, and has developed his
modulated voice, to "relax, "flash" method.
breath deeply, relax . . . relax,
. And he just doesn't hypno. . . breath deeply . . . don't tJze people· as a parlor trick
pay any attention to noises in either. He said · he has bee~
the room . . . just listen only able to help several problem
to me . . . relax . . . breath children through . use of hypdeeply . . .
notism, and told the class of
"I'm holding this ring in several cases.
front of your eyes, and I'm
(Incidently, that's why he's
gradually going to move it to- back at Cheney this summer,
ward your eyes . . . and when to earn a master's degree so he
it finally t ouches the bridge can publish articles about bis
of your nose, you're going to work with children and hypbe asleep."
notism. It seems a master's deAnd sure enough, when the gree is demanded before any
nose was touched, Mrs. Fay's such articles would be recogeyes closed and she slumped nized.)
to the right side of her chair.
Gray said he once hypnotizGray put an arm out to steady ed a stutterer and found that
her. Time· elapsed since start while in the trance the stutterof maneuver: 98 seconds.
er could read aloud at a fast
"I~ ther~ an_yone who'~ not . clip. But out of the trance, the
con~mced, said Gray mildly, child couldn't read. 30 words a
lookmg around ~he room.
minute aloud.
.1: J~
All the dou?b~g Thoma_ses
Gray said he noticed the
~ er e now behevmg Benmes. child was under tremendous
Gray t hen told Mrs. Fay that tension when he read aloudhe'd bring her out of the: his neck muscles bulged, his
tra~ce, but as she left her tongue overdid itself . So Gray
chair and started for her regu- said he told the child during
lar seat, she suddenly got the another trance that from now
feeling her shoes were nailed on he was going to r elax when
to the floor.
he read or talked.
One, two, three and a snap
"And it worked!" declared
of the fingers, and Mrs. Fa_y Gray. "I would say he was 90
came o~t of the trance. A bit per cent cured in the next few
unsteadlly, she rose to go to days and has been improving
her regular seat- and sudden- ever since."
ly stopped.
. He also told of a case in
'.'What's the . matter??" in- which a fat child wanted to get
quired Gray, mildly.
thin, and he put the girl on an
"I can't seem to moy~," was "unconscious diet" by simply
the answer.
telling her during a trance
"You can, now, can't you," that from now on she would
replied Gray- and Mrs. Fay eat only non-fatten ing foods.
moved to her seat.
Gray said there are three
. You coulda heard a pjn drop ideas about hypnotism that the
1~ the classroom- which, in- average person believes imcidently was Dr. Patmore's plicitly- that you can't hypno1 class in school tliscipline probtize everybody; that you can't
!ems.
hypnotize a per son against his
The demonstration was the will; and you can't make a
hypnotized person do somePowers, Larry Thacker and thing t hat is mor ally wrong.
"These beliefs are all fallaDale McCall.
Other children in the play cies," Gray shocked the class
are Linda Cottrill, Don Ende- 'by saying.
Gray said everyone can be
rud, Gay Swegle, Donna Pageat, Pamela Dell, Mary Boots, hypnotized by the r ight perBeverly Kennedy, Karen Dite- son in the right surroundings.
sche, Robin Giles, Anne Stahl- He said a person who doesn't
born, Tandy Moss, Ruie Rey- want t be hypnotized may be
nolds, Judith Ashley, Dawn a good subject a few days later
Bern, Jody Reitmeier, Paula if he's tired or a drug has been
Frisbie, Shirley Frisbie, Char- used on him.
And he said persons can be
les Mccallum, David Stahlborn, David McMullin, Steve made to do things that are
Swegle, Charles Dittmar, Bill morally wrong while under
Hibbard, Nick Russell, Paul hypnosis because a subject dur- .
ing the trance cannot tei.l the
Moss and Wayne Frisbie.
Graduate and undergradu- difference between truth and
ate summer ,students enrolled falsehood.
For instance, said Gray, "I
in Miss Elrod's course and as:
sisting her with "Snow White" couldn't tell someone to shoot
are Marie Casey, Pearl Chap- Dr. Patmore-he wouldn't do
pell, Elaine Emry, Bessie Fer- it."
"But I could tell a subject
guson, Evelyn Gruenhagen,
Frances Ikeoka, Fern Komp, there's a homicidal maniac
Anna Puckett and Irene Tobin. loose in the building and de-

THREE GENERATIONS: Mrs. Myrtle Smith, left front, heads a
lively family of education seekers, now attending EWC summer
classes. Seated next to Mrs. Smith. is her daughter, Mrs. George
Coulter. Members of the third generation are George Coulter
Jr., and Mrs. Clara Hauschild.-Mob~ey photo.

Three ,G enerations Tackle
EWC's Educati~n Program
"Hurry grandma, or we'll be
late for school:" Most of us can
remember c,1. heartless parent
abandoning us at the door of
our first grade class room
when we first set our feet on
the road of education, but how
many can act ually say t hat
they still go to school with mother and grandmother? ?
Such is the distinction of
Mrs. John Hauschild who attends EWC with her brother,
Geo'r ge Coulter Jr., her mother,
Mrs. George Coulter, and her
grandmother, Mrs.
Myrtle
Smith. The family lives in
Trailerville.
· "There's really no trouble
with 'em being late for school
or anything," commented Mrs.
Hauschild. "We all leave about
the same time every morning."
Mrs. Hauschild is a clerk in
the corre.spondence office. She
recently r eceived t he "P .H.T."
degree (putting hubby t hrough)
which is awarded by EWC t o
wives who support their husbands while they go thr ough
college.
"When I was enr olled here
I never had my mom or grandmother in any of my classes"
she explained. Her mother has
a standard general certificate
and her grandmother a threeyear degree and a permanent
certificate.
Mrs. Smith has taught at
Orient, Wash., for 29 years and
I

scribe Dr . Patmor e's appearance.
"Then I'd hand the subject
a gun and suddenly point to
Dr . Patmore and yell-there's
t he maniac!,,

Mrs. Coulter has taught 20
years and is currently at Hunters, Wash. Mrs. Hauschild expects t o move to Georgia with
her husband as soon as he finishes his tr aining as a military
policeman at For t Lewis.
POLIO AND DPT SHOTS
AVAILABLE TOMORROW

Polio and DPT shots will be
given tomorrow at the Cheney
Legion hall from 10 to 12 a. m.
by the Spokane county nurse.
She will be assisted by member s· of the American Legion
Auxiliary.

CLOTHES
•

FQR ALL
THE FAMILY

~ heney
Dept. Sto re

To have your clothes look
their best, be sure to have
them cleaned and pressed at

Looking for a gift fo r a
child? Ben Franklin has the
most complete line of t oys
in Cheney

Maddux
. Cleaners

Beach toys and equ ipment
Candy

FEATURING

122 College Ave.

3 Hour Service

BEN FRANKLIN

(except Saturdays)

STORE

In addition to selling Fords,
we service cars of all makes.
The finest and most complete
shop in the area
Trained and competent staff
Visit our service department

RATCLIFFE COMPANY
FORD DEALERSHIP-FARM IMPLEMENTS
Phone BE 5-4113
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Anna Russell
.

(Continued from P~ge 1)

PROPOSED SCHOOL SITE-This is the row of houses which
was auctioned last week' to make way for the construction of a
new elementary school by the college. Not visible in the picture is the Bowlsby house, to the left, and the Butler house,
which is obscured by trees. Buyers have until August 1 to re-

of 'more than just another re-·
porter' and he was assigned as
League of Nations reporter
and special correspondent to
other international conferences
around Europe.
He rapidly matured and soon
was invited to join the international staff of the Columbia
Broadcasting system under it's
European director, Edward R.
Murrow.
He covered the Anschluss in
Vienna, the variOU$ crises that
'led to World War II, was in
Berlin the day Hitler went to
war and remained in Germany
until the end of 1940. His
wor.ld-famous "Berlin" diary
published in 1941 came out of
his insights gained in that experience and is considered by
many to be unquestionably the
clearest statement of the intricacies and complexities of
the German 'character' interacting with the European 'situation' toward their mutual
fated course.
In recent yeai:s, the man
whose voice from Berlin became famous to millions of
Americans, has continued his
,incisive radio and television
commentaries and his lectures
are in popular demand in
English . speaking countries
throughout the world.

Wmo Shirer
(Continued :from Page 1)
when this same editor out of
some enigmatic well of kindness looked him up with an
offer of a job on the copy
desk.
Lindberg Landing
The 'break' took. Shirer's
coverage of the Lindberg landing in 1927 and his first regular assignment on the winter
Olympics shortly thereafter
convinced the Chicago office
that this man had the makings

OUR SPECIALTY
-

HOME COOKED MEALS
Complete Bakery Line
Baked Fresh Every Day
I

PICNIC SUPPLIES
Weigel's Bakery

:
I

Featuring
Carnation Dairy
Products

move all these buildings from the prope11ty. The Bowlsby property has to be removed by August 14. College president Dr.
Don S. Patterson said that he expected construction of the new
building wou cl start as soon as the ground w~s cleared.
-Photo courtesy of Cheney Free Press

Art Bazaa·r.

Opens T'o day
One traditionally thinks of
artists as inhabitants of stuffy
attics. Not so at EWC, where
the art workshop is in the nice
cool basement of the library.
The public will have a
chance to see the effect of this
novel experiment (comfortable
art studios) today and tomorrow when the annual art .pazaar is held, 8 to 12 on the
second floor of Showalter hall.
Also from 8 to 12 on July 23
(weather permitting) there will
be a demonstration of artists
in action. This will be ,held out
of doors by the power house
in back of Showalter hall. The
entire art department faculty
will assist.
At ,the bazaar the various objets d'art will pe nre,priced
and offered for sale. They will

include· pottery, oil, wat~r color paintings, sculpt ures, copper jewelry etc., made by t he
summer session students and
a few of the faculty.
Art Auction
On July 30 at the Isle-land
an art auction will be held.
This will include copper jewelry, paintings, sculptures, and
other things made in the art
classes.
These objects will first be
displc;1yed and t hen someone
may ask to bid on a certain
piece that ,he fancies. This, in
the words of Mr. Karl Morrison, associate professor of art,
"prevents embarrassment' if
a student's works are not
sought after. The names of
the auctioneers are as yet unannounced.
Proceeds from both shows
will go to the individual artists. This, according .to Morrison, "gives the student a
chance to .get some of .t .h e cost
of the art supplies back."

PATRONIZE Yoli'R
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SUMSION'S
YANKEE DAIRY
General

Phone BE S-4102

Drug Supi?lies
Jewelry
Film Supplies
Gifts

Film Supplies

Hallmark Cards
•• •

CHENEY DRUG
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Sn,ith Jewelers
Cheney, Wash.
Phone BE 5-6312

MUSCLES

•

R.H.

have! They have let a little
fresh air in on some very stuffy traditions which as a consequence are rapidly dying•from
exposure.
•
· Despite the reaction of one
colle.ge president-not Don S.
Patterson-who cancelled a
p~rformance on the supposition that anyone so funny must
be indecent, Miss Russell's recordings are ·r equired listening and part of the :regular
curriculum for music students
in over 30 colleges throughout
the country. .
A woman of high good
humor, she finds fun in most
everything-that college president's attitude included-but
she prides herself that no performance of her, public ot private has ever carried the least
element of t he 'ambiguous'. "I
haven't yet had anyone complain that my shows lacked the
ingredients of humor," she
sa_id, "and when they do, I'll
still not resort to that most
pathetic dodge of the stei;ile
iµiagination."
200 Performances

Proof that ,her own brand of
humor is 'sufficient', she averages about 200 sell-out performances a year round-theworld. In ~956 for example, a
tour of Australia a'nd New
Zealand listed 42 concerts and
50 broadcasts. In addition, she
became ·a syndicated columnist £or the Melbourne Sun.
Her engagements in all other
pavts of the world were cordespondingly successf1,1l and
each sµccee.ding year discovers
an ·increased range of activity.
Miss Russell, who writes her
own material ;md music, took ·
a ,flyer ln 1955 and wrote her
first boqk. It turned out to ,be
a b~$t-sel1ing guide to sensitive
Jiving, "Tbe Power of Being a
Positive Stinker."
.
Two recent, and quite di.v,ergent, ma1or roles have
achieved critiQal acclaim for
her, Bu:r;:ing tbe summer of
l957, Miss Russell made her
debut. in ,a ',book vole' star-ring
in 50 performances of the new
musical version of Oscar
:Wilde's "I111portlmce -of Being
.Eaxmest" entitled "Half in
Earne~t''.
"Var.iety" (i':ommented that
'!Mis,s Russell ,is at her ,rollicking ;best as Liacty Bracknell, jlS
snobbish as she is ·sharp-tongued. &he doe~n't like 'anyone -who tampers with• natupal
,ignor~ce'." tand tile "San
-Francisco Ghr~nicle", excited
over her povtrayal ·of ,the
iWttch Jin 'tbe Qpera ''Hansel
and Gretel", opined it was
abol.lt as ;easy finding tickets
for the Broadway show "My
Fair 1Lady".
Phenome"al Success
Established t oday . as one of
our brightest stars, Miss Russell has achieved phenomenal
success not only on the concert stage, opera, as soloist
with symphony orchestras in
television, radio, the mo~ies
and legitimate theater, but her
recordings with Columbia Masterworks have all' met with instant and abiding success as
well.
.
London born Miss Russell is
now a naturalized American
citizen making her home in
Manhattan. Even so, as an ..artist she is and must be a citizen of the world. Her 1959
tours will take her concertizing by way of her old friends
in the South Pacific all the
way to Japan.
Where Miss Russell will go
from there is an absolute certainty: to countless other audiences who may not speak her
English language but who recognize and appreciate the
greater human language-the
love of laughter.

